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ASF propagation in Eastern Europe: 

We analyzed 3230 observations (infection events registered to OiE) from 
February 2014 to November 2017 to their respective with time, longitude and 
latitude (with administrative unit) in Eastern Europe, where at least one house 
swine or wild boar case was reported. We take special attention  to 721 
observations in Poland.

Fig. 1) DBSCAN clustering of infection notifications in geographical space. 
Northern (Baltic States and Poland) and Southern (Ukraine and Eastern Balkan 
States) branches are clearly observable.

Fig. 2) Amount of places affected in weekly notification registry (pig/wild pig 
infection registry) per country. It reveals spatio-temporal “wave” (Belik et al. 
2011) character of propagation.

Fig. 3) Outbreaks in Poland. Infections paths with only arrival time as predictor 
(left). Regression models (right). Dependent variables: explained variable is 0/1 
(infected/not infected county); explained variable is integer (number of events understood as 
sum of outbreaks and cases in county); explained variable is time (arrival time of ASF for given 
county). Explaining variables: distance to the Belarus border; heads of pigs, coverage of 
forests, human population. 
The most important conclusion form regressions is, that pig heads strongly 
explain both probability of introducing ASF   as well as epidemic size (which is 
in contradiction to Estonian study (Depner, et al. 2017)). On the other hand, 
the forest coverage explains a little the arrival time of ASF (the same as in 
Estonian study (Depner, et al. 2017)).
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